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THE TRAINIAC TRIBUNE
Shaping the Gympass User Experience

Since the launch of Trainiac by Gympass, we have consistently seen solid

engagement from our active Gympass users. Over 14K workouts, 5K of

them custom built-in Trainiac's self-paced or time-based formats, have

been completed since Jan 2022! The average active user is completing

3.75 workouts per week! These are excellent trends. We are doing a solid

job with folks that are coming in looking for high-quality training and

want to do a mix of custom workouts and studio classes. 

On the other hand, we are also seeing brand new personas. These users

primarily or only enjoy doing studio classes, already have a well-

established plan with Gympass partners, or are just exploring the online

training world. This is an exciting opportunity for us to learn how to evolve

the service to help these new personas for the long term, while utilizing

the massive variety of partners the users have available.

I'm super pumped to see us continuing to scale to new types of

members, launching on the Silver tier in the past month, and now looking

into our launch in Brazil. So much has changed for Trainiac since joining

Gympass. Still, it has been energizing to see this team perform at world-

class levels with our foundation that has remained the same. Deeply

understanding our customers - where they are and where they want to

go. Providing hyper-personalized messaging and programming. Providing

accountability that builds habits that last a lifetime. 

Go team!

A MESSAGE FROM THE LEADS
Akshay Ahooja
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Here are a few of the big takeaways from the first quarter of this year: 

#1. Our Trainer Team is growing and evolving! We have partnered with 30+ new personal trainers during Q1

and launched new opportunities, including the Fitness Consultant Pilot. 

#2. Our dedicated marketing team has been working hard to highlight Trainiac and our trainers! To date,

Trainiac is the best performing Gympass app launch campaign ever! New waves of marketing campaigns

will be a priority in Q2.

#3. Trainiac is now available on the Gympass Silver Plan in the U.S., which has increased our user reach by

nearly 80%! This allows us to reach so many more clients and help make fitness more accessible. There has

also been good engagement among these new users, with an average of 3.75 workouts completed per user

each week. 

#4. The trainer team has been getting great reviews from your clients! Check out this feedback from a U.S.

Trainiac User: 

"[My trainer] is the best thing to happen to me so far this year! I didn't think I'd ever be able to get

motivated enough to start working out and challenging myself again after years of inactivity. [My

trainer] makes my return to physical well-being fun, challenging, and consistent. I'm so happy with

Trainiac and [my trainer] in particular."

#5. We have identified that Gympass clients differ in several ways from Trainiac Legacy clients. With the

help of your feedback and observations, we are working to develop more learning content around meeting

new users where they are and how to deliver value to users as soon as possible. 

#6. Trainiac is about to go global! An internal launch in Brazil will start next week with a small group of new

trainers. 

All of this would not have been possible without our trainer team's skill, dedication, and adaptability. Thank

you for all your hard work in Q1, and we are looking forward to Q2!

CURRENT STATE OF AFFAIRS
From the Trainer Success Team
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Earlier this week, Rodrigo Silveira, the S.V.P. of New Ventures at Gympass, met with the Lead Trainers to

update us on Trainiac's accomplishments during this year's first quarter (Q1). We, in turn, wanted to

share these exciting updates with you all! It's important to remember that you, the trainer team, are at

the center of these accomplishments!



You can't manage what you don't measure, and you can't improve upon something that you don't properly

manage. That is why goal setting is crucial when working towards achieving a new skill. Setting goals helps us

spark new behaviors, direct focus, and sustain momentum. 

Now that we understand why goals are important, how do we properly implement them into our client's

personalized program?

By utilizing S.M.A.R.T. goals, we can develop a lofty dream into a roadmap to success. A S.M.A.R.T. goal is defined

as a specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, and time-bound plan. For example, your client mentions that she

wants to complete a marathon for the first time. Although that is a great goal, it is also a vague goal. As her trainer,

you should help your client develop her goal into a S.M.A.R.T. goal. Together you decide the following:

Once you and your client have developed a S.M.A.R.T. goal, you can continue to monitor their weekly progress

with tools like Strava. Strava is an app available to all Gympass members that tracks distance, time, elevation, and

heart rate during cardio workouts. This app can be utilized for walks, runs, hikes, bike rides, etc. 

With your client's permission, you can view their weekly statistics by adding them as a "friend" on the app.

Additionally, your client can log weekly, monthly and annual goals into Strava. These goals can include factors

such as distance, time, and elevation. 

References

https://blog.nasm.org/setting-smart-fitness-goals

WHAT'S NEW IN THE FITNESS INDUSTRY
"Using S.M.A.R.T. Fitness Goals & the Strava App To Overcome
Mental Hurdles" 
By: Emily Jansen, NASM, AFAA
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Set a S.M.A.R.T. framework for your client's cardiovascular and endurance-related goals.

Have them download the Strava app and add you as a "friend" so you can track their progress.

Use an Action in the Trainiac app for weekly objectives and opportunities for engagement.

How to Implement with Your Gympass Clients:

(S)pecific: She will run 5x a week to train for the Seattle Marathon
(M)easurable: She will track her stats on the Strava app and work up to 26.2 miles
(A)chievable: She completed two half-marathons last year and is confident in her abilities
(R)elevant: She wants to stay fit and healthy
(T)ime-bound: The Seattle Marathon is scheduled six months from now



HEALTH TIP OF THE MONTH
"Utilizing Cardio Effectively & Sustainably in a Weight Training
Program"
By: Reilly Harris, ACSM
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Start small and assign a cardio warm-up Activity before their weight training session.

Discuss their target H.R. zone and use the Apple Health integration to stay on pace.

Track their progress in Strava and set cardio P.R.s to make things interesting!

How to Implement with Your Gympass Clients:

Do you have a client who constantly nails their workouts in the weight room, but can't quite seem to bring

themself to do cardio? I'll admit, I myself will always pick lifting over a run or bike ride if I've got the choice. 

Or maybe there's a client who's got lots of gym experience but is entirely new to cardio. Whatever the case may

be, cardio is an essential complement to weight training in a holistic fitness plan. Here are a few strategies to help

incorporate cardio effectively and sustainably into a weight training program:

Assign Cardio as Part of a Warm-Up Routine

Someone who is reluctant or new to cardio may see a separate cardio workout as "replacing" their preferred

weightlifting session, leading to reduced adherence. But if you assign cardio training as part of their warm-up for a

lifting day, they're less likely to skip out on it. 

Start Small

Not everybody wants to become an endurance athlete. Start off with a short session (e.g., fifteen minutes on the

bike, one mile of jogging at their own pace, a 10-minute bodyweight H.I.I.T. session) to program a realistic and

beneficial quantity of cardio training without being off-putting. You can always build up from there. 

Use Target H.R. Zones to Set Intensity Goals

Establish the proper intensity level for your client's specific goal, and educate them on how to check in on it!

Should they use a talk test while biking? Can they glance at their heart rate on their Apple Watch during a run to

see if they need to pick up the pace? We can see target heart rate data in the Trainer app, but if a client doesn't

know that's even a metric we use, they'll be flying blind.

Gamify It!

If your client is motivated by unlocking new skill achievements, have them aim for cardio P.R.s. Beat their previous

time on a mile, go for more distance on the bike in 15 minutes, and try to rank on leaderboards for specific routes

in Strava. This will give their cardio training a sense of direction. 
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TRAINING TIP OF THE MONTH
"How to Make Cardio More Enjoyable for Your Clients" 
By: Connor Barnard, ACE

Minute Planks

Split Lunges

Bodyweight Squats

Tricep Dips (if a bench is available)

Mountain climbers, etc.

When working with a client who finds cardio boring, there are many ways to spice it up for them and make it more

enjoyable. I have found some solid approaches that have worked really well when working with these kinds of

clients. 

For example, instead of scheduling a client to run 5 miles, make it more interesting by adding exercises after each

mile. Then you can present added difficulty by stating that they have to maintain the same splits for each mile. 

Some exercises I include are:

My clients love A.M.R.A.P. (As many rounds as possible) cardio workouts as well. I have never had a bad review on

these. An example of an A.M.R.A.P. cardio workout is to have them do a 60 seconds run (moderate to high

intensity) and then do a minute plank. 

Give them a target for how many rounds you want them to complete, so they have something to push towards.

With my clients who have higher fitness levels, I have them compete against me in these kinds of workouts. I do it

first and have them try to beat how many rounds I completed.

The main focus is to create variety for your client. Find ways to make them enjoy cardio. These are great examples

of how you can do it. If you do choose to use this method for cardio, reach out to me, and I can send you all my

templates for some great cardio ideas.

Create a Cardio Activity that includes other exercises to make things more interesting.

Implement A.M.R.A.P. into your client's cardio sessions for more variability.

Challenge your clients to beat your own cardio activities on the Strava app!

How to Implement with Your Gympass Clients:
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TRAINER RESOURCE ROUND-UP

"Mindset - Trainer Efficiency: Online Training Mindset"

ICYMI, here are this month's modules in Lessonly:

Message 1: "Good Morning! Let's get after it today!"

Message 2: "How was that workout?"

Message 3: "Don't forget to do your run!"

"Excellent job on your lower body session yesterday! I see you were able to increase the weights on all your

exercises. This means you are right on track to hit your strength goals for this phase! You have a run coming

up next this evening. These cardio sessions will be super important to prepare you for your hiking trip next

month so let's get it done!"

Modules in Summary
"Mindset - Trainer Efficiency: Online Training Mindset"

To maximize both your efficiency and commission as a Trainiac trainer, it is critical to go into the app with the right

mindset. Training clients online at scale requires a different approach than training clients in-person! Here are

some essential points to keep in mind as you work with your clients in Trainiac: 

Quality is Far More Critical than Quantity

Sending each client a single thoughtful, educational, and/or instructive message per day adds more value than

multiple messages per day with less substance. 

Example of multiple messages sent in one day with less substance: 

Example of a single quality message: 

Your Expertise Has More Value Than Your Time

When training online at scale, you will spend far less time per client than in person. This does not mean that the

service you are offering is less valuable - but it is a good reminder to use that time wisely to share your hard-

earned knowledge with your clients. 

Streamlining Your Programming 

Creating a programming system that saves you time is beneficial to both you and your clients! As long as you

prioritize your client's individual needs, finding programming "short-cuts" does not lessen the value of your

training. 

Training large groups of clients online is very different from training a single client in person. Therefore, this

requires a different approach. Taking on this new mindset will help you, and your clients, get the most out of

online training!



TRAINER OF THE MONTH 
Sudip Bagui, NSCA, CSCS
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Here are Sudip's Top Three Tips to Being More Successful With Your Gympass Clients:

Consistent Communication

I've found that frequent check-ins have been the most effective tool for gaining consistency with any client.

We often feel that check-ins have to provide some magical piece of information or ask some specific

question that will dramatically enthuse the client. 

However, there are many weeks, particularly for longer-term clients, when you may simply ask mundane

questions. Such as how an exercise felt or how the session's difficulty was compared to last week. While

simple, these questions, and the clients' answers provide an opportunity for you to explicitly paint a picture

of the progress they have made and will continue to make in the long run.

Give Them the Vegetables, But Let Them Have Some Candy

My training philosophy is rooted in building a foundation of vegetables--effectively performing basic

movement patterns done consistently over a long period of time. I've learned, particularly in the online

space, that sometimes clients just need to be put through a solid "sweat session." Such a training session is

what I call the "candy." 

Even though it may not have long-term measurable progression, it gets them working hard and feeling as if

they have pushed themselves to a safe limit. This allows clients to feel as if they are making some sort of

immediate progress, even while working towards whatever long-term goals you and they have set for

themselves.

To Build Relationships, Be Able to Relate

You don't have to be perfect, and you don't have to portray perfection to clients. Many clients will have

trouble maintaining consistency, despite checking in with them every day, your motivational reminders, and

any scheduling strategies you implement.

Clients want to know that you can relate to why they struggle to maintain consistency. Sometimes, you

have to be vulnerable and express your own story to get them to believe that you understand them. Clients

don't need to be perfect and don't need to be hard on themselves if they're not. They just need to know that

you care about them and that they need to keep the big picture in mind.

Got a performance tip that's working well for you?

Message Katherine or Andi in Slack or send them an email 

titled "Newsletter Performance Tip" to benefit the whole team!

katherine@trainiac.fit; andi@trainiac.fit


